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Everyone The skin who gave me life 

Shan Never gave enough, didn’t think, just raged on. 

Shan White flashes leaving behind empty darkness, 

 Fish abandoned shell. 

Naima It wasn’t always like this 

 The sun hung in the air close enough to touch, 

 The blue sheet encrusted with diamonds, held us  

 The flowers swayed to the strum of the wind   

  

Justinas Watermill rolling and rolling 

 That blue, fresh, transparent river- refreshing 

 And a bird, bird whistling on the wooden natural skyscrapers. 

  

Naima The water fell from above 

 Lizards crept their way. 

  

Elana Fields of strawberries and mangoes 

 Cherishing the scene of sheep and lamb together. 

 The swinging ivy way out in the blue 

 Washing upon the roasting yellow grains.  

  

Everyone And suddenly... 

  

Justinas The revolution comes 

 A “better life” option. 

  

Naima Dad said  

  

Everyone “life goes on” 

  

Justinas The sky stabbed by aircraft 

  

Shan Pavements packed with busy bees  

collecting nectar points, 

 No greetings spared. 

 A humans swarm into buses, 

 With skin of suit and tie 

  

Naima Roses turn to plastic  

  

Justinas Steam turned to smoke  

Shan Purity’s goldness got lost 

Elana Countryside lives on a screen, 
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Naima Metal morphs to weapons 

Justinas I saw blue eyes blink at me , 

 Blonde strands canned in sticky gel,  

 Now he’s a green dot, 

 Flashing at the side of my screen. 

Shan The Atlantic bridged by satellite and fibre-optic  

Shan Click, click, you’re the ruler 

 Commanding your subjects with one touch 

justinas No more calling on Granny’s memory 

 Of the 60 year old bus schedule 

Elana It’s one click around the globe 

 Hands resting on keys 

 Not slaving away on pen 

 It’s one click around the globe 

 Walking through China Town 

 Visiting its sweet ‘n’ sour side 

Shan Microwave straight from the packet 

 No blowing on the hearth 

 Women freed to work outside the home 

Elana No more broomsticks scaring dust 

 Like a magic act, a vacuum vanishes dirt 

Naima Tech came along, time for yourself. 

Shan Man thought he was superior 

 Riding on ego and fragile tall dreams. 

 Forgetting roots, destroying foundations 

 A child is nothing deprived of parents 

Naima A flower starved of the soil 

Justinas A smart phone cut off from a charger 

 The calm, devastated by storm 

Elana Nature shaken from its core 

 Roots torn, we crumble into a pile 

 Leaving the heap for the future to clean. 

Justinas On top of the world young minds suffocate 

Naima Breathing in harm 

Shan But the glimmer of hope on rooftops 

Elana Could restore our  

Shan Home  

Justinas Nature 

Naima Planet 

Shan Future 

Everyone Our future generation  

 Your future generation 

 


